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Lie to me
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Thursday, 30 August 2012

Tell me there's not a part of you on the inside that is hoping beyond all hope that what we've seen on the field in the
preseason is what the coaches want us to see. Tell me what we've been seeing is unscripted, unrehearsed with no
coaching or scheming going on. Tell me that this staff is ready to unveil the real Miami Dolphins when it counts. Tell me
that our WR's aren't as bad as they look. Tell me Naanee is a real NFL WR. Tell me the great coaching and offensive
coordination has yet to be unleashed and that its going to make a huge difference. Tell me Miami didn't cut the best WR
they had, despite his apology and humble attitude. Tell me they didn't just trade their best CB. Tell me Nolan Carroll isn't
as bad as he was last night. Tell me the flat, uninspired first team defense is really better than that. Tell me everyone was
playing not to get hurt. Tell me that we're not going to sit through yet another failed season. Tell me that the 2013 draft
isn't the only thing to look forward to. Tell me the pick we make in the 2nd round next year won't be as bad as Jonathon
Martin, Chad Henne, Koa Misi, Pat White, and John Beck. Tell me, that we just didn't trade Vontae to give Ireland a pick
he's going to waste. Tell me the next time we fire a coach, Ireland is going with him out the door.
I'm desperate for a bit of good news. All I've heard to date, seen to date, is bad. I've seen the top pick, look like he needs
a year or two. I've seen the 2nd pick, look like he doesn't belong. I've seen 2 highly touted 3rd picks look like camp cuts.
I've seen a 5th pick who is lost. The only picks I"ve seen work out really well, well...those really weren't picks at all. They
were undrafted FAs. I had to cancel Directv today because I'm seriously going to have to wait until I see the score to
determine whether I want to sit and watch the ongoing learning process. Someone tell me there's nothing better to do on
Sunday than watch this team get filleted.
Lie to me.....
I might just buy it because I'm that big a homer.
Go Phins,
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